A Monte Carlo study of the variation of electron fluence in water from a 6 MV photon beam outside of the field.
Existing studies have suggested some debate on whether the quality of radiation that delivers dose outside of the primary field of a radiotherapy photon beam can be considered the same as that inside the primary field. We used a Monte Carlo approach to simulate the electron fluence differential in energy inside a water phantom in response to irradiation by a 6 MV photon beam. The goal was to quantify how significantly the electron fluence changes when moving from a volume exposed to the primary field to one outside of the primary field, and understand any potential biological implications. We scored the electron fluence outwards in annular volumes in response to a 5 cm radius 6 MV beam and at the central axis in response to a rectangular 6 MV beam partially blocked by an MLC. The resulting fluence spectra were compared to different low-LET sources for which biological response in the form of chromosomal aberrations has been published. Our results show a significant increase in the low energy component of the fluence spectra outside of the primary field, which increases the mean LET to values similar to that seen in response to a 137Cs photon source. In turn, it is shown that this has the potential to increase the RBE.